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WEB NEWS

Google TidBits

There are many things that  Google looks at  when indexing a website.  Some are
positives, some negatives. Here are some things they look at, and some things to
avoid:

Site quality is computed site-wide. One part of your site can drag
down the entire site
Your image ALT field should describe the actual photo. Do not use it
to stuff keywords inappropriately. Google can actually figure out what
a photo is
If your site offers multiple languages, be sure the translations are
accurate. They deduct ranking points for poorly translated pages
One or two misspellings are overlooked, but too many are a red flag
Some time back, "toxic links" would hurt your ranking. No more,
Google just ignores them
Many SEO experts state Keyword Density is important and should be
somewhere around 3% (or 5% or 2% depending upon who you speak
with.) Google states it is not a factor in their ranking system, so it
doesn't matter

This is important marketing information for site owners to know. OR you can have
me handle your SEO and site marketing for less than you'd think! Call for some free
ideas and a great offer.

HOW TO

You want to think about Keywords?

When selecting keywords for a website, you should sit down and write out about 20
words that a search engine will bring them to your site.

Once you have your 20 or so keywords,  here are two tools anyone can use to
tweak their choices.

Google Trends allows you to compare the search results for  different  keywords,
side by side. So you can check whether host, hosting, hosts or hosted will produce
the best results. VERY USEFUL!
Answer the Public allows you to ask a question, then displays the variations to your
question that people are currently asking. Neat way to pick up useful keywords and
to expand your thinking about your site in general. Displays as a graphic

Both sites are free, and offer unlimited use.
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MARKETING

DuckDuckGo Search Engine

According to Bleeping Computer, DuckDuckGo saw an impressive year over year
search volume increase of 46.4%.

You may be aware, DuckDuckGo is the one search engine that is secure, and does
not track your search activity. No logs, no privacy issues.

According to the same report,  Google has a whopping 87.33% of  search engine
traffic in the US compared to DuckDuckGo’s small 2.53%. However, DuckDuckGo
is rapidly catching up to Yahoo, which has 3.3% of search traffic. Bing gets 6.43%
of search traffic.

You cannot submit  your site to Yahoo or DuckDuckGo, as both take submissions
only from other sources like your Bing listing,  or other partners. If you appear on
Bing, you will be indexed by both Yahoo and DuckDuckGo automatically.

If you have any questions, feel free to reach out!

ASK A TECH

Q: I have a web site, but am not sure if it is indexed by Google yet. How can I
check?
A:  To generate a listing of all pages indexed for your domain on either Google or
Bing (they work the same), go to the Google or Bing search page, and do a quick
search like this:
site:yourdomain.com
It will display all of your indexed pages.
Note: This will not show your ranking, just whether a page is indexed or not.

AmeriNews is published approximately 10 times a year
by AmeriWeb Hosting for our customers, friends and those curious about our business.

If you have a question for our ASK A TECH section, email it to
support@ameriwebhosting.com

_______________________________________________
AmeriWeb Hosting

(773) 735-5144
AmeriWeb Hosting, Marketing, Web Designs, eCommerce.

Your email,   robert.kalnes@gmail.com   is subscribed to our mailing list
To unsubscribe from our mailing list visit:Unsubscribe
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